Highlights from Student Comments on Anonymous Evaluations
F18 Epistemology
Josh DiPaolo
Student 1: “This class was amazing! You really brought it to a level that we as a class could connect
with. … I took metaphysics before this class but so wish I had this beforehand. You should consider
teaching that also!”
Student 2: “Not only were you prepared for class but you also were actively trying to improve every
single class throughout the semester. … Actively made changes to improve learning and
understanding. Always a comfortable classroom environment.”
Student 3: “Josh was a very good teacher. I think that I learned a lot from him because he always
had a positive attitude about the class.”
Student 5: “To me it is very clear you’re passionate about what you teach, that we truly learn the
material, think for ourselves and I really value that in my teachers and think it helps me get more out
of the class.”
Student 6: “I wish I could take more classes with Prof. DiPaulo.”
Student 7: “I really enjoyed this class and I think you did a great job at presenting interesting
material and finding ways to help us relate class to real life. … I appreciate the fact that you tried
new things – the Skype in for Wodak was really cool!”
Student 8: “Great class, probably my favorite philo class I have taken.”
Student 9: “Josh is such an understanding & cool teacher. He teaches ~Really~ weird stuff but is
able to communicate it in such a way that makes it fun & easy to understand. He’s in tune w/ his
students so he knows when we don’t understand something or need an extension.”
Student 10: “An awesome professor who really cares about his students.”
Student 11: “Enjoyed this class more than any of my previous philo classes.”
Student 12: “I have really enjoyed this class. I have found the real world applications to be the most
helpful and interesting to learn about.”
Student 14: “I loved this class!”
Student 17: “I thought Professor DiPaolo did a fantastic job teaching this class. The assignments
were fun and engaging and I looked forward to each class period. I feel very at home in his courses
and that helps with great discussion which we have often.”

